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ings of the Her-
cules Blasting
Machine.
An Improved Blasting Machine
The new Hercules Blasting Machine was
developed during the war after the United
States Army Ordnance Department found
that the machines formerly used did not
meet the severe and exacting require-
ments of military service. This improved
machine is more reliable and, in extensive
use, has already proved its superiority
over the types formerly used for industrial
work.
In the old model, much of the energy of the
operator is consumed uselessly in the ma-
chine itself, and the small current that en-
ters the cap circuit is of very short duration.
In our new machine, the blasting circuit is
closed at the instant of maximum voltage
and amp rage, and the current is maintained
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in the circuit for an appreciable period. Be-
sides delivering a greater current at a higher
voltage, the new Hercules machine sustains
this current longer.
Because of the superiority of its generator,
the new Hercules Blasting Machine, which
weighs less than the old machines rated to
fire thirty caps, has fired up to two hundred
electric blasting caps, connected in series.
However, we rate the capacity of this ma-
chine at fifty caps, because we do not rec-
ommend connecting more than fifty electric
blasting caps in one series under working
conditions.
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DISCUSSION OF REYNOLDS THEORY
AND BOUNDARY LUBRICATION
Hector Fuller
The settlement of a long vexed question of vital
importance to the engineering profession may now
be regarded as concluded, accoriing to the dictum
of no less an authority than Dr. T. E. Stanton. C. B.
E., F. R. S., D. Sc., M. Inst. C. E., F. R. AE. S.,
Member of Council of Institute of Mechanical En-
gineers, Director of the National Physical Labora-
tory, England Chairman of the L-brication Corn-
mittee of the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, who has just delivered the result of his
painstaking researches in a lecture entitled, "The
Nature of Lubrication in Engineering Practice" de-
livered to the International Air Congress in London,
June 29, 1923. It is a lecture well worth digesting
by American Mechanical Engineers and Engine
Builders.
Particular stress was laid by Dr. Stanton on the
value of adding small qnantities of organic acid to
mineral lubricating oils, on which phase of the ques-
tion the "Engineer" of London comments: "The in-
sufficiency of the Reynolds theory is. in our opinion.
presented by the known effect of adding small quan-
tities of fatty acid to lubricating oils. According to
the hydro-dynamical view, the nature of the lubricant
is immaterial, its viscosity alone affecting the result.
Yet to take some figures recorded by Dr. Stanton,
figures which are amply borne out by practical ex-
perience, the addition of 1 per cent, of organic acid
to Bayonne oil .an amount quite insufficient to have
any noticeable effect on the viscosity, reduced the
co-efficient of friction in a bearing by no less than
17 per cent."
The entire results of Dr. Stanton's conclusions are
set forth in his lecture which is of such tremendous
interest to lubricating engineers throughout the world
that we are glad to present the following rather full
synopsis:
"During the last five years considerable modifica-
tions have taken place in the views held by engineers
of the action between the lubricated surfaces of the
machines in which they are interested.
"The Reynolds theory of lubrication is so well
known that I need hardly point out that the logical
consequence of its acceptance is that the value of oils
as lubricants depends solely on their viscosity, and
that the nature and composition of the rubbing sur-
faces have nothing to do with efficiency of the bear-
ing. Curiously enough. the acceptance by engineers
of these consequences has not been at all general
"Our experience during the last twenty years at the
National Physical Laboratory has revealed a consid-
erable demand for wear tests on metals suitable for
lubricated bearings and a general disinclination of
clients to be convinced that when the lubrication was
satisfactory, wear was impossible, and that one lub-
ricant was as good as another so long as its vis-
cosity was up to a given standard.
"The existence of this theory has been well brought
out by Dr. I.anchester, who has insisted that, from
the days of the millwrights of the last century, engi-
neers of wide experience have been fully alive to the
fact that animal and vegetable oils were superior
as lubricants to mineral oils of the same viscosity in
virtue of some characteristic for which there was, as
vet, no definite test.
"Up to comparatively recently. it has been eom •
mon to meet these objections by the statement that
the Reynolds theory is not concerned with the man-
ner in which the film is formed, but only with condi-
tions which exist when it is formed, and that it may
well happen that in starting machines from rest when
the bearing surfaces are in contact, certain special
characteristics of lubricant and bearing surfaces may
he essential not only to prevent excessive wear but
to insure conditions favorable to the formation of a
separate film.
"Gradually, however, it has become more and more
certain that there can exist between rubbing surfaces
a condition of steady lubrication whose characteris-
tics are totally different from that of Reynolds' type.
"In laying the foundation of the theory of this
type of lubrication, it must be confessed the engi-
neers have taken little part, and the modern concep-
tion of its action is, in the main, due to advances
which have been made in the domain of physical
chemistry with regard to the molecular phenomena
occurring at the surfaces of solids and the manner
in which films of foreign matter are condensed on
these surfaces by the process known as adsorption.
"It is now recognized that solid surfaces having an
adsorbed layer of lubricant of only one molecule in
thickness can slide over each other with compara-
tively small frictional resistance.
"Further, it is known that adsorption is dependent
upon the chemical constitution of the lubricant and
that the greater the work done in the process of ad-
sorption, the less the frictional resistance of the sur-
face to sliding.
"Acids, alcohols and esters are more strongly ad-
sorbed by water than parafines, and it is found that
the former are better lubricants than the latter.
"There are, therefore, two essentially different
kinds of lubrication:
"In the one the surfaces are separated by a film
of lubricant many hundreds of molecules in thick-
ness, so that the resistance of relative motion of the
surfaces is due to the lubricant in mass and the effect
of the reactions at the two inner faces of the lubri-
cant and the solid surfaces is negligible.
"In the other the molecular reaction at the com-
mon boundary constitutes the whole of the resistance,
which is therefore a function of the nature of the
surfaces and the chemical constitution of the lubri-
cant.
"In the former case the frictional resistance is de-
termined by the viscosity of lubricant and by the
relative speed. configuration and altitude of the rub-
bing surfaces.
"In the latter case it has been found by Professor
W. B. Hardy to whose researches on this kind of lub-
rication much of the existing knowlcdge of the sub-
ject is due, that the co-efficient of friction under these
conditions may be written 0.--Uo-aM where M is
(Continued on page 12)
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HEZ CLARK RETURNS TO ROSE AFTER
TWELVE YEARS ABSENCE
EZLEP ("Hez") Clark is back at Rose after
an absence of more than ten years.
Hez says he's glad he's back; we know that every
Rose man is glad he's back!
Negotiations were opened by the Rose Alumni
Athletic Executive Committee in August to secure
Clark as mentor for engineer teams, and after con-
ferences with Phil A. Newhart, '14, chairman, Wilbur
0. Shook, '11, and Chesleigh Gray, '13, of the com-
mittee. Hez was signed for a period of three years
during which he is to have complete charge of ath-
letics at Rose.
Clark has gained a reputation in western sport cir-
cles as a coach of real ability and as a referee in all
sports par excellence. Coming to Rose in 1908, he
put in three years of the hardest years Rose has ever
known in athletics.
In his high school days, Clark attended Shortridge
high school at Indianapolis and later became noted as
a football halfback at Indiana University. While on
the Crimson eleven he was three times an all-state se-
lection and in '05 and '06 was the choice of most
western dailies for an all-western berth. He was
athletic head at the Marion club at Indianapolis dur-
ing 1907 and came to Rose Poly the next year. He
soon built up the Rose teams to even terms with all
other state colleges and the term "Fighting Engi-
neers" became a reality. Time and again Rose
would stack up against bigger schools and come home
with the verdict in their favor. It was largely Clark's
indomitable coaching which turned the tide in the
Engineers' favor after the opposition had appeared
to be an easy winner at the start.
Clark Also a Newspaper Man
After 1911 Clark resigned to enter the newspaper
game and coach the Indiana Dental College basket
ball quintet. He stayed there for five years and in
1918 became athletic director of the aviation regiment
at the Great Lakes Naval station, which numbered
6,000 men. Here the naval teams became noted all
over the country; but with the end of the war Heze
went back to Indianapolis and resumed his work at
the Dental College. However, during the next two
years his services became in such demand as a ref-
eree in all branches of sports that he resigned from
the dental staff and confined his work to officiating
and the newspaper game. In the last few years his
all-state high school football eleven have been re-
garded as official.
Clark fills the place left vacant by the resignation
of Coach John M. Millen, for two years mentor of
Engineer sport activities, whose tenure as professor
of physical education ceased at the close of scho 1.
last June. Millen accepted a position as coach at
Carleton College, Minnesota.
The first campaign instituted by Clark on his
arrival in Terre Haute was one for getting a decent
playing field at the Institute for his grid men. With
the thorough and enthusiastic Phil Newhart as an
able aide in providing a tractor and scraper .the sec-
tion of campus to the west of and in front of the
school was graded down to something like a plane
surface; goal posts were erected and painted mld the
field was lined,
Through co-operation with the athletic department
of the schools, arrangements were made whereby
Rose will have the use of the III Athletic park at
Wabash and Rose avenues for practically every home
game on the schedule.
Before school had started, Clark had seen to the
renovation and repair of all football equipment in the
possession of the Athletic Association, and had be-
gun to negotiate for additional equipment for his
men.
The turnout of football aspirants this year has
been pleasing, to school and to coach. The Frosh,
lowly as they are, were invited, nay, directed to turn
out in such numbers as to permit the aggregation
of a Rose Freshman team. They did.
Every man at the Institute is squarely behind
Clark in his efforts to revive the prestige in spo-ts
which occasioned the name "Fighting Engineers" in
days gone by. Coach Clark will not tolerate laxity
of habits in the men whom he is coaching; "no man
can do his best in athletics who does not train," and,
"a fellow hasn't very much will power if he can't at
least train for the relatively short span of .an athletic
season, such as basketball or football."
To reiterate, the school is behind Clark, to the
last man, and it will be a big help to the organization
and maintenance of superior teams for Rose if every
man will do his all, morally. mentally nad physically,
to bring back to par the "fight 'em Rose !" spirit.
Vive Rose! Vive team! Vive Clark!
A WORD OF WELCOME FROM THE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
Sometime between four and forty years ago. one
thousand of the older brothers of Rose were enjoying
the big thrill that you are having today in getting
started on a new school year.
Some of you are getting away for the first time
round the year. The rest of you have been round
a year or more and have the advantage of knowing
something about the layout of the course. Those of
us who managed to make it four times are now sit-
ting in the bleachers, and a few in the grandstand.
and are watching you with all of the interest and
affection that a family of brothers can have in a fam-
ily affair.
I have never met a Rose man yet, and I know a
great many, who wasn't proud of the faq that he
was a Rose man, and very grateful for thP splendid
privilege that he once had of spending four years
with classmates and teachers in studs', work and play
—mostly study and work.
Most of us would gladly do it all over again—with
perhaps a little change here and there in the way
that we took some of the hurdles! But you have the
course now, and we wish you a happy and a snappy
race!
Don't crowd—don't shove—don't trip. You don't
win at the expense of the other fellow, but through
the help that you can give him and he can give you.
The Alumni Association greets you and hoes soon
to have the privilege of welcoming you among it:
members, J. J. KESSLER, '97,
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FRESHMAN PECEPTION
The FRESHMAN RECEPTION held on the first
Friday of school was attended by about eighty pies
cent of the new men. After a splendid supper served
by the ladies of the Maple Avenue M. E. Church,
there followed a program of short talks. A welcome.
along with suggestions as to how the Freshmen
should fit themselves into the Rose family, was pre-
sented by an upper classman, after which Professor
Settles offered a helpful outline of "Some Obliga-
tions We Owe to Our School and to Ourselves." Pro -
fessor Wagner next told of what is expected of grad-
uates by employers, emphasizing scholarship, appli-
cation, industry, honesty and leadership. His talk
served to define the habits which should be formed in
school. Then came Coach Clark with his usual de-
gree of enthusiasm. His talk on athletics and his
direct appeal for a large turnout for the Freshmal
football team showed good results on the "grid"
next day. At the close of the evening, with Ray
Fitterer at the piano, Professor Childs as musical di-
rector and John Schram as yell-leader, everyone tuned
up to school s'migs and yells, reserving, as an ap-
propriate finale, a vigorous "Yea Rose, Let's Go !"
THE MIXER
The Y. M. C. A. Mixer went over with a bang on
the evening of September twenty-eighth. Attendance
• was composed of members of all four classes, most
of whom were drawn to the school by a sincere desire
to accomplish the purpose of the gathering—get ac-
quainted. Ye scribe noticed, however, there were
those present, principally representatives of the upper
classes who, to quote our old friend Shakespere, ha-I
a "lean and hungry look" which argued that they
had some ulterior motive for their appearance at the
"blow-out."
Bob Reddie acted as Master of Cermeonies, ably
assisted by Ralph Reynolds, and it was soon discov-
ered that this worthy pair had worked out an elab-
orate program for the evening.
When it was thought that enough fellows had as-
sembled, Reddie commanded silence by a shrill blast
on a police whistle, and Lehner, Jeakle ,Pflagling
Fox and a couple of others, not being able to detect
the source of the sound, made a mad dash for the
door. After considerable trouble, they were ro inded
up, convinced that they were in no imminent danger
of a free ride and induced to return to the gym.
This excitement having been disposed of, Reddie
announced the nature of the first contest of the eve-
ning. Each man was provided with a paper and pen-
cil and, at a blast from the whistle, everyone started
introducing himself to everyone else he didn't koow.
At the end of ten minutes ,a second blast stopped the
contest, and tellers were appointed to count the names
on the various lists. In a few minutes, it was an-
nounced that Davy, '27, had gathered the longest
list of names. A handsome silver pencil was the
prize, and, despite his frenzied protests, it •was
thought best for the winner to make a speech. The
youngster really did quite well with it. too.
Various other contests were staged. among them
a highly masculized version of "Drop the Handker-
chief," the object of which is to whale away at the
man who drops the "handkerchief" (in the form of
a belt) into one's waiting hand. Of course the time-
honored boxing match was s;a•fe-1. much to the early
bewilderment of the unlucky Fr;_shman referee. Ac-
cording to the press decision, the referee lost the bout.
Toward the end of the evening, a yelling contest
was announced, the rivalry to be between the mem-
bers of the various classes. A few "sighting shots"
were allowed and then the contest proper was called.
A large box was placed in the middle of the floor
and the four groups gathered around this object of
interest which was said to be the prize to be given
to the winner of the event. Instructions were given
to the effect that, at a blast from Bob's trusty whis-
tle, all four 'groups were to yell at once. Everyone
drew a deep breath, there came a shrill blast, and, as
Freshmen, Sophomores and Seniors opened their
mouths to yell, the rascally Juniors dashed forward
in a body, seized the box containing the prize and
tore down the hall bearing it triumphantly away. It
was done so quickly that no pursuit was even at-
tempted and when, in the course of about five min-
utes, the Juniors returned looking very shame-faced
and not at all happy, it was decided that a chase
would have been a waste of breath any way.
At about nine-thirty the long expected invitation to
"chow" was issued, and the gang rushed out into the
campus where a bonfire was found to be almost corn-
pletley surrounded by buns, "dogs" and a cider-keg.
The scene which followed defies description. Suffice
it to say that "a good time was had by all."
True Y. M. C. A. MEMBERSHIP carries with it
the obligation to render service. If this obligation
is not fulfilled, even the payment of large dues can-
not mean more than mere nominal membership.
There is much to be done, and the "Y" needs every
man in school to help do it. "Every man on a com-
mittee" is part of the "Y" program.
It is to be remembered that whatever service many
new students have rendered is of a voluntary nature.
Physical coercion is not sponsored by the "Y."
The RECREATION ROOM, nearing complete
equipment, is proving itself a successful project. To
the Board of Managers every member of the Student
Body owes his sincere thanks for placing the room
and its furnishing at our disposal. A determination
to use the room properly should he the outward in-
dication of our appreciation.
FUTURE FUEL SUPPLY 0 FCALIFORNIA
From A. S. M. E. Journal. Vol 46, No. 10.
A recent joint survey. made by U. S. Geol Survey
and Amer. Ass'n Petroleum Geologists, estimates the
quantity of oil in California recoverable by present
methods on January 1, '22. amounts to 1,850,000,000
barrels, which includes known and probable fields.
The present production in California is in excess of
100,000,000 barrels per year so at the present rate of
production the supply would last only eighteen years.
The question is, what kind of fuel will be used after
the California oil is exhausted and where will it come
from. California now produces between 20 per cent
and 25 per cent of the world's supply of petroleum
oils and one-third of the United States supply. The
petroleum supply of the world is questionable and
cannot be depended upon to last more than 20 to 30
years. Natural gas will be exhausted before the oil.
--Sibley Journal.
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When this passionate and exciting missive reaches
your mail-box, you will doubtlessly be patiently
awaiting a telegram saying that I have kicked the
pail due to my participation in the annual battle for
the suppression of shieky Freshmen. But I'm alive
and comparatively intact, so here's where I tell you
how come.
The first blow fell when an assembly was called
and Prof. Wagner gravely enunciates as how the an-
nual Freshman massacre would be held that very
Wednesday evening out in the late Mr. Rose's com-
modious campus.
Such a situation was great oats for the Sophs and
looked like the K. 0. for the Freshmen, due to the
sad fact that us Freshies didn't know mud from ap-
ple butter about methods of fighting, organization,
or much of anything, to be exact. Sweet woman, I
was scared! Guess I wasn't the only one, though.
I saw a lot of the boys creeping around the school
with a decided greenish tinge about the gills.
Meanwhile the Sophs were as busy as a covey of
cats on a tin roof, making plans as to the best meth-
ods of shanhaing the Freshmen to prevent their be-
ing over-zealous participants in the fracas. At noon
a couple of other Freshmen embarked with me for
town, but we never even reached the car line, for
half-way there, a smear of bloody-thirsty Sophomores
pounced upon us from the rear, and, in a painfully
short time, had us all tied up with some place to go—
that some place being the.jungles southwest of Terre
Haute.
After an hour's expedition into the wilderness, we
were taken into an abandoned church and relieved
of our trousers and shoes, after which we were again
carefully tied and left to meditate upon the happy ( ?)
situation. Our first job, of course, was to loosen
ourselves, and, luckily for us, a soft rope was easily
frayed out against the rough edge of an oaken
church pew. One of us loose meant all of us loose,
so the next stunt was to obtain some raiment to
travel in. Clothes! We needed 'em, for you know
yourself that it isn't conventional to chase hither and
yon without pants.
Just as we had cussed Lady Luck until we were
tired, Brownie, one of the other Freshmen, emitted a
wild chirp of joy at finding a box of trimmings left
over from some long-past Christmas entertainment
In the bottom of the box lay a Santa Claus get-up,
(Continued on page ten;
PIPE RUSH
The annual clash between the first and second year
men, held in order to decide one of the Institute's
most vital questions, proved most successful for the
Sophomores.
The big Pipe Rush was run off first. The Sophs
picked the north goal and the Frosh were lined up
under the south grid marker. A small delegation of
Juniors and Seniors midway between the goals
served as the starting party. As Schoonover heaved
the big pipe between the restless underlings, "Bugs"
Dorsey made a snappy dash from under the Soph
goal post? ? ? ? ? seized the big wooden bowl, and fol-
lowed by his classmen ran towards the lake at the
west side of the campus. On reaching the shore he
fell on the pipe and was soon covered by a dozen
or more Sophs and a few of the speedier Frosh. At
the end of the alloted three minutes a count of hands
on the pipe was taken which resulted in twelve for
the second year men and four for the first year men.
The second rush was preceeded by the annual ball
game between the two under classes. The Sopho-
mores as usual went to bat first. They soon suc-
ceeded in filling all bases and just as that tense mo-
ment in the game was at hand some blood-thirsty
Frosh yelled "Pipe" and for some unknown reason
this signal broke up the game, whereat the Sophs
leisurely and carefully began searching the Frosh
pockets for the weed consumers. Several Soph
Tuxedos were slightly soiled and a few Frost.' bos-
oms popped out, but viewing the aspect as a whole
the under classmen composed an exceedingly well-
groomed group of men at the end of the search.
At any rate the Sophomores obtained the plurality
of pipes, thereby destroying all hopes of the Frosh
in regard to smoking in any form on the campus









They're not much good till they're lit.
No fun unless you have one all to yourself.
Unless you're careful, you'll get burnt.
You'd walk a mile for some kinds.
And other brands—they satisfy.
Occasionally they bite your tongue.
They're not so good for you, but once you get the
habit, it's hard to stop.
They're hard on athletes.
—Rice Owl.
College grad (proud of his Spanish) : D'ame listed
una garetta ?
Native: Me no comprehend English.
—Octupus.
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Tick-Tocks, From the Editor's Clock
WELCOME, '27
You fellows who are just starting your careers at
Rose have a lot to learn. That doesn't mean just
what your Professors can teach you. It means, also,
what you must learn about school tradition
That's a great word, "tradition." Really, you
know, there isn't much of anything that could go on
without it. Don't ever forget that it's one of the
biggest things there is in college life. You've struck
it to some extent in high school, but tradition takes
a little more concentrated form in college. Here you
not only are given an opportunity to learn our tra-
ditions and to follow them out, but, (luring your first
year at least, you are soon persuaded that your wise
course is to sieze that opportunity and make the best
of it.
"Persuasion" usually takes the form of a "pad-
dling match." DON'T GET "HARD" ABOUT IT
IF YOU HAPPEN TO BE THE VICTIM. You'll
find that that, far from helping matters, a "hard"
attitude .will bring punishment to you very frequently.
Take it right, fellows. Don't figure that you are the
victim of spite work. You won't be. Rose men
stand for fairness, and you'll be treated right, but
it is well known that every Freshman is the better
for an occasional judicious application of the hickory.
Don't ever forget that no spirit of vindictiveness en-
ters into these little affairs. You're just getting your
share of the "grand razz," and you're getting it no
harder than the fellows got it last year ,and no harder
than you'll give it to some one else next year. Loo';
at it right, fellows.
The second year of the new Rose on the campus
east of the city opened auspiciously on September
nineteenth. Those of us who were here last year
need not tax our memories over-much to recall the
condition of the building when we entered 1n 1922,
and the natural comparison between things as they
were then and as they are now should be encouraging
indeed. It is with a feeling of pride that we ret Am,
this year, to Rose; pride mingled with a determina-
tion so to conduct ourselves as to enhance the good
name of Rose.
The first goal of a student should be S:holarship.
Nothing can so fully determine the reputation of a
school as the excellence of her graduates in their line.
A wonderful reputation has been built up for Old
Rose by her graduates—our Alumni—and it is our
duty to them, as well as to ourselves and to future
classes, to bring ourselves as close to perfection in
scholarship as we are able. Neither Rose nor any
other school can long exist unless the men who go
out into the world as representatives of the teachings
of that school are well equipped to fill their places in
that world. Consider yourself as a salesman, pre-
paring to carry the good name of your Alma Mater
to the ends of the earth. Only if you are fully pre-
pared to show the value of the line which that school
sells to be of higher grade than the average can you
succeed in proving your natural contention that your
school is of the best; and only by absorbing to the
last drop everything which Rose has to offer can
you be so prepared.
Scholarship, then, comes first. Relegate all other
interests more or less to the background lest you
lose too much time in your pursuit of them. Rele-
gate them to the background, but don't lose sight of
them altogether, for they have their value. A well-
rounded education demands more than were "book-
learning," but those other things, though important,
are not necessary in such large proportions. Let's
dig in then, fellows, and knock out the best grades
yet. Make the "Old Man" proud, and don't forget
:hat in doing so, we'll be giving ourselves the right
to hold our own heads just a little higher.
ALUMNI NOTES
Ernest E. Hess, '15, who has been at Orange,
Texas, is now with the Oil Well Supply Company of
Oil City, Pa. His address is 402 North Street, that
city.
James Albright, '23, has begun his work at Yale
--nder the University Scholarship awarded last June.
He is Instructor in Mechanical Technology and Grad-
1. ate Student in Sheffield Scientific School. His ad-
dress is 323 Howard Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
Brown, '23, has begun his work with General Elec-
tric at Schenectady. Address 852 Union Street.
Buffo, '23, is in the Student Training Course of the
Illinois Bell Telephone Company.
Hensgen, '06, visited the new Rose on September
thirteenth.
R. B. Bennett, E. C., Brown, R. NV. Hager and R.
D. Wright, all Rose '23 men, are engaged in the Test-
lug Department of General Electric.
F. 0. Hunt. '22, was in town over Saturday and
Sunday the twenty-ninth and thirtieth. He is con-
nected, at present with the Truscon Steel Company
with offices in Indianapolis. Address Room 31, Y. M.
C. A., Indianapolis.
L. A. Wilson, '22, who took a position with the
Indiana Bell Telephone Company immediately upon
leaving school, has had a meteoric rise with that
company. Advancement has followed advancement
until on September first he was transferred from
Muncie to Terre Haute with the title of District Traf-
fic Chief for Vincennes and Washington, Indiana and
Traffic Manager of Terre Haute. Leroy is living
with his father, G. A. Wilson at 819 Indiana Avenue,
this city.
Floyd Hunt, '22, has left his situation in Oklahoma
to form a connection with the American Telegraph
and Telephone Company at Indianapolis. Floyd tells
us that things look gloomy in the oil fields and he
thinks a better future lies in his new line of endeavor.
Penalized
Lounge—"Ever been pinched for speeding?"




Freshmen Split One With
Clinton Hi9h
Sensational plays marked the game between the
Freshmen and Clinton High School at Clinton on the
last Saturday in September. The two teams battled
to a 6 to 6 tie before a very satisfactory crowd.
Early in the first period, the Clinton team. aided by
two fifteen-yard penalties, carried the ball to our
two-yard line only to strike a brick wall there and
lose the ball on downs. "Red- Sweeney did much to-
ward keeping the High School boys down by the
vigorous use of a hefty toe. The tall fallback out-
kicked his opponent on every exchange of punts.
Near the close of the third period, after a series
of steady short gains through the Clinton line,
Sweeney shot a thirty-five yard pass to Schram, the
Rose right end, who ran another ten yards before
being brought down. More line bucks for steady
gains brought the ball close to the Clinton goal as
the whistle ended the quarter.
The fourth period brought a touchdown for Rose
when, after a few more smashes, Stickle of Rose
crashed through for the marker. Sweeney's place
kick for point was blocked. Score, Rose. 6; Clin-
ton, 0.
With seven minutes to play, Munson, the Rose
left half, jumped into the air to intercept a long pass
but succeeded only in touching the ball which bounced
off his hand and into the waiting arms of Faulds, a
Clinton man. With a clear field, Faulds raced toward
the goal line closely pursued by Gugenheim. The
speedy High School boy had too big a start, though,
and tore across the line before he could be stoppe 1.
The kick was blocked. Score, Rose. 6; Clinton, 6.
With a new series of line plays, Rose speedily
worked the ball down the field in spite of the efforts
of the Clinton coach to plug his crumbling line. It
was Rose Tech's ball, second down on the eight-yard
line when time was called.
In spite of the heat ,it was an exceptionally well
played early season game. Rose may well keep an
eye on her Freshman teani.
Summary and line-up follows:
Clinton, 6 Rose Freshmen, 6
Stickle LE ,Andrews
Kendall  LT L. Martin
Dicks LG Davy
Murray C Hopper
Zamberletti  RG Gugenheim
Van Hoosier RI Hammond
Faulds RE Schram
Lahti QB Shoptaugh
McKinney LH  Munson
Pesavent RH J. C. Stickle
Graham FI3 Sweeney
Substitutions: Clinton—Magnabosco for McKin-
ney, Mich for Magnabosco, Magnabosco for Mich.
Johnson for Van Hoosier, Bell for Dicks, VVood for
Zamberletti, Stone for Murray. Rose Freshmen —
Martin for Davy, Curl for Andrews, Andrews for
Curl.
Play by periods:
Rose Rreshmen  0 0 0 6-6
Clinton 0 0 0 6-6
Officials—Wilder, Purdue, referee; Lyday, Indiana,
Umpire; Briggs, head linesman.
Rose Radio Club
A new club is being formed this year at Rose under
the name of the Rose Radio Club. The need for
such an organization has been felt on the campus for
several years. The average radio amateur naturally
becomes interested in technical subjects and when the
time comes to choose a college, the engineering school
is his first choice. As a consequence we will find
that, in a school like Rose, there are a great many
students who have a real interest in the subject.
The club has several objects in view. By means
of lectures and talks, the members hope to learn more
of the actual theory and practice of modern radio. A
testing laboratory will probably be maintained in ad-
dition, to test various types of apparatus, to calibrate
instruments, and to do standardizing work.
Present plans call for the erection of a separate
room in the basement beneath the electric laboratory
to house whatever apparatus the club may purchase.
It is probable that the first equipment installed will
be a modern receiving set. Later the club intends to
install a small transmitter if sufficient funds are ob-
tainable.
The greatest problem confronting the club at the
present time is the selection of a meeting time which
will be available to all students. The assembly per-
iod will be used whenever possible, but if this cannot
be obtained, another time which is suitable to all stu-
dents will have to be found.
Mr. Stone, the faculty member of the club, is highly
interested in forming a strong organization. He has
had a wide experience in radio work and from time
to time he will give talks on his experience as well
as lecturcs of a more technical nature.
The club intends to petition the student council
for recognition as soon as possible. The number of
those who have expressed themselves as desirous of
becoming members, is in the neighborhood of thirty
or forty, so that the club expects a sufficient amount
of funds from the student council to carry out the
work already planned.
THE ESSENTIALS OF TRANSFORMER
PRACTICE
By EMERSON G. REED, B of S. in E. E.
r.V., in. x 7Y8 in. 257 pages Price $3.0
0
Published by D. Van Nostrand Co., N. Y. C.
This volume is one of the most complete and de-
tailed works upon electrical transformers that has
been put upon the press. It is primarily a mathe-
matical treatise upon all phases connected .with the
theory, design, or operation of a transformer but
well illustrated and in simple enough terms with just
a minimum of the mathematics necessary.
The intent of the author was that the book should
find a place in the interest of engineering students,
and further than that in the service of designing
and operating engineers. Problems are worked out
under each feature of the theory to enable the pur-
chasers of the book to parellel their problems with
the ones taken up and so determine their correct
solutions.
Only those theories having a direct bearing on the
other two subdivisions, namely. design and opera-
tion, are discussed. Under these are included losses
and efficiency, design relations, regulation, insula-
tion and reactors, methods of connection for phas •
transformation, the auto-transformer, various oder-
ating conditions, and cost and economy.
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TECHNICALITIES
THE ENGINEER
As the town contractors stood airing their griev-
ances, they noted coming down the road a queer hu-
man. Somewhere, somehow, he had gotten hold of
two pieces of mica held together with a bone, and
which sat on his nose in such a position that he could
look through them. The skins he wore were all dyed
yellow, and he had made himself some queer foot-
gear that came to his knees and were laced with deer
thongs. Coming close to the contractors, he set up
something like a three-legged stool, on top of which
was perched a long narrow open gour:l. Reachingin his pocket, he took out a stone with a leather stringtied to it, which he fastened beneath the legs. Thenfrom another gourd he filled the gourd on top, whichhe carefully leveled, after switching the three legsso that the swinging stone set over a place scratchedon the road. After he was all set, a man driving two
mastodons and a tandem hit one of the legs with awheel. Did he cuss? No, he was an engineer.
—The Constructor.
DO—SAY
Two brothers once lived down this way
And one was Do and one was Say.
If streets were dirty, taxes high,
Or schools too crowded, Say would cry
"Lord, what a town !" but brother Do
Would set to work to make things new.
And while Do worked, Say still would cry:
"He does it wrong. I know that I
Could do it right." So all the day,
Was heard the clack of Brother Say.
But this one fact from none was hid,
Say always talked, Do always did. —Ex.
Prof. Albert A. Michelson of the University of Chi-cago, recently announced that the big star, Betelgeuse,with a diameter of 300,000,000 miles, is no longer thelargest star known. Antaves in the constellation of
Scorpian has a diameter of 420,000,000 miles. Prof.Michelson is the discoverer of both stars.
—Princeton News Letter.
Wanted—A man with the love of mankind in hisheart who will invent an electric automobile that w 11
not run in the center of the street.
Bc11 Telephone News.
IT'S NEITHER
"How would you classify a telephone girl?" asked
the old fogey. "Is hers a business or a profession?"
"Neither," replied his friend. "It's a calling."
—Belle Telephone News
THE IDEAL ROOMMATE
Does not snore. Knows lots of women and is gen-
erous about it. Does not rave about the "one and
only." Wears his own clothes. Is the same size as
I am. Lends his clothes willingly. Uses only half the
dresser and a quarter of the closet. Is good for a new
story every day. Takes our courses. Is better in them
than we are ourselves. Does not turn on the light
when he comes in late. Can find his own bed when
he does come in. Wears his own shoes, and fur-
nishes shoe polish.
—Flamingo.
ED. S. LAMMERS RONALD LAMMERS
IF IT IS PAINT OR GLASS
WE HAVE IT
ED. S. LAMMERS & CO.
13th and Wabash Phone 5124








Just Received 4,000 copies Popular Fiction
at 75c
Also all the very latest fiction
Athletic Goads of all kinds —including
Sport Coats
Every Thing usually found in Book Stores
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THE COMMERCIAL ECONOMY OF HIGH
PRESSURE AND HIGH SUPERHEAT IN
THE CENTRAL STATION
From A. S. M. E. Journal, November, 1922.
In the earlier days of steam, it was used at atmos-
pheric pressure. Watt then improved the boiler so
that 15 lb. gage could be used. From that time until
the present, increase of pressure and temperature
have kept pace with improvements in design and ma-
terials, modern plants using 150 lb. pressure and 200
deg, of superheat.
Efficiencies are higher with these high pressures
increasing from 5.6% at the time of Watt to 19%
at the present time. These are overall thermal ef-
ficiencies of central stations.
At the present time steel and alloy steels are used
for boiler construction and this makes possible high
pressure and temperatures not attainable with cop-
per, wrought iron, and cast iron for boiler purposes.
The limit of temperature at the present time is
700 750 deg. F. with pressure up to 1,200 lb. to
1,500 lb. These are in commercial use and can be at-
tained without serious difficulty.
The temperature is really the limiting factor. Un-
less modern valves and superheaters are improved it
cannot be hoped to exceed possibly 800 deg. as the
upper temperature limit of the superheated steam
and 950 deg. outside temperature of the superheater.
The highest pressure boilers built and used com-
mercially are Schmidts water tube boilers operating
at 900 lbs. which have been run 14,000 hours with
success. Experimental boilers of the DeLaval type
have been built for high speed launches using as






Fall Suits Made by
HirshWickwir.
'))55
Notice the new styles li e
young fellows are wearing?
Straight hanging coats and
straight hanging trousers.
England started it—but
we ye improved the idea.
Some great values at this
price.




Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refur c'ed
Harry T. Schloss
Good Merchandise—Nothing Else
Successor to Thorman and Schloss
666 Wabash Avenue
St. Louis.
THE DISADVANTAGE OF POOR LIGHTING.
As thousands of our industrial plants are operating
to-day with poor lighting and in some cases with extremely
bad facilities, it would seem that the importance of the
subject of lighting has not been given the serious consid-
eration by those responsible for such conditions.
Poor lighting is one of the most serious handicaps
under which a manufacturing establishment can operate.
First of all, poor lighting is the cause of a large number
cf accidents in industrial plants; and it is singular that
accident reports do not yet properly classify the hazards
cf poor lighting, which in many cases is the primary cause
of an accident attributed to what is really a secondary
cause. Safety engineers and other officials who make acci-
dent reports should always consider the condition of the
lighting when working up a report of accident causes, for
it plays an important part in a great many casualties and
is apt to be overlooked. All accidents due to poor lighting
are accidents of neglect, and are preventable. The poor
lighting accident hazard is clearly chargeable to manage-
ment and not men. It is a difficult matter to make such
progress with Safety First in a plant which has neglected
to provide one of the fundamental requirements of accident
prevention—good lighting.
Probably no one single factor connected with the
equipment of a plant so directly affects the efficiency and
inefficiency as the quality and quantity of the lighting.
The curtailment of production of all working under the
disadvantage of poor lighting represents a big loss each
day; the poorer the lighting the less able is the working
force to function efficiently. Quality and quantity both
suffer, representing a preventable loss wholly removable
by improving the lighting.
Under poor lighting condition, we cannot expect and
rarely do we find an orderly, clean factory. Darkened
places encourage careless habits and workers are often led
to deposit discarded articles or material which should be
deposited elsewhere. The eyesight of those who attempt
to use their eyes continually in insufficient light, below
nature's demands, is often affected. Too much light, such
as is furnished by bright, unprotected lights, is as harm-
ful as too little illumination; both are fundamentally
wrong. Nature's own illuminant, daylight, is unequalled
for our requirements of lighting.
The eye is best suited to daylight in the proper
quantity. Sun glare should be avoided, and in the dark-
ened hours proper artificial illumination provided. Day-
light should be utilized to the fullest extent. It is supplied
free in abundant quantity for our use. Modern invention
has supplied a means whereby the interior of buildings can
be lighted by daylight, and all the advantages secured
which is furnished by good lighting at the smallest cost.
Industrial buildings should have as much wall space
as possible devoted to windows fitted with Factrolite Glass,
which insures the maximum amount of daylight and which
prevents the direct rays of the sun from passing through
as it properly diffuses the light.
If you are interested in the distribution of light
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory
Report—"Factrolited."
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.,
220 Fifth Avenue,
New York. Chicago.
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THE COLLEGE HALL
A new creation in Hats by J. B. stetson
Co. You will like it.
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CLASS SCRAPS
(Continued f, om peg. 61
a hula-dancer's shredded-wheat kimona and a rem-
nant of yellow calico. Boy Howdy! We sure were
a motley crew as we sneaked for a farm house where
we "borrowed" two pairs of over-ails and a cast-off
raincoat.
Thus arrayed, we succeeded in snitching hop on
a coal truck, arriving chez nous in time for evening
chow. After hash we tore out to join the band of cut-
throat desperadoes who planned to deal doleful de-
struction to the stalwart, salient Sophomores. So, at
eighty-forty-five, with yells of battle issuing from
our frenzied maps, we hurled ourselves tout ensemble
at the horde of eager Sophs.
The fight was on—we asked no quarter and we
didn't get even a nickel. Cries of "Yea 27 !"—"Yea
26 !" "Halp ! Halp !"—"Git off'n mu neck, you piece
of cheese!' —"Chain 27 !"—"Give 'em air !" — "Wa-
ter !"—many such—rent the humid atmosphere as the
fight-maddened Sophs vainly struggled against un-
conquerable odds. After an hour of what Sherman
deplored, the Sophomores had their hair full of mud,
their hands fast with rope, their souls full of trouble
and a terrible thirst.
With much grunting and tugging, we finally man-
aged to load our prisoners onto trucks and gently ( ?)
we transported them to the cornfields south of
Priaireton, leaving them, with the fond hope in our
breasts that they'd have to walk every durned step
of the way home. Staunch Fraternity brothers and
fond parents, however, flocked after us in such num-
bers as to preclude any such possibility, and, (whis-
per) I'm very much afraid that most of the Sophs
were at home and in bed before we, with our lumber-
ing truck made town again.
Nevertheless, we won, and when "Yours very fa-
tigued" flopped to the alfalfa at three P. X., he fell
asleep very quickly with a sweet smile upon his fair
countenance in spite of the fact that he first whispered
to himself, "Barnum and Sherman were both right."
Your loving sweetie,
BILL.
Ed. Note :—The method of access to this Fresh-
man's mail having been discovered, our reporter will
procure for the amusement of our subscribers, one
letter each month. Because of the young man's—
shall we say—unique method of expressing himself,
it is thought that this service should help materially
to popularize our "colyumn."
BRUNSWICK
PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORDS
All the Latest Hits
SAXOPHONE AND BAND INSTRUMENTS
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Discussion of Reynolds Theory and
Boundary Lubrication
(Continued from page 2)
the molecular weight of the lubricant and "a" is a
constant depending on the chemical constitution of
the lubricant, Uo being a function of the friction be-
tween the surfaces when chemically clean.
"Mr. Hardy has also shown that, in this kind of
lubrication, which he has termed 'boundary lubri .a-
tion," the relation known as Amonton's Law, or the
Law of Solid Friction, is strictly followed, i. e., the
friction for a given normal pressure between tilt!,
surfaces is independent of relative speed and area of
contact. * * * *
"The importance, however, of the investigation of
the extent to which boundary lubrication obtains
and the way in which its characteristics may be mo-l-
ified under engineering conditions will be obvious
from considerations of the enormous saving in costs
of lubrication which might follow increased knowl-
edge in this respect, and several attempts have re-
cently been made at the National Physical Laboratory
to set up conditions under which boundary lubrica-
tion could be conveniently studied on an engineer-
ing scale. The first series of experiments of this
kind were made on the well-known machine designed
by Dr. Lanchester for testing the efficiency of worm
gears. That the lubrication between the surfaces of
the worm and worm wheel in these gears was essen-
tially boundary lubrication appeared to be certain
from the results of the efficiency tests, which indicated
a marked superiority of the animal and vegetable
oils over the mineral oils as regards the temperature
at which the gear could be run without a serious in-
crease in friction.
"The conditions of the test, however, were not
favorable to the detailed study of the action between
the surfaces, and in 1922 an attempt was made to
imitate the conditions of pressure and arc of con-
tact of surface of these gears in a cylindrical journal
and bearing in continuous relative movement. The
result of these tests, however, showed clearly that,
although pressure of three and a half tons per square
inch between the surfaces and arc of contact of 14
degrees were obtained, the lubrication was undoubt-
edly that of Reynolds type, since it was possible to
measure the pressure of the oil film and its distribu-
tion by means of a Bourbon guage connected to a
hole in the bearing. The pressure distribution in the
case of castor oil with an arc of contact of 15 degrees,
agrees closely with the theoretical distribution calcu-
lated from Reynold's theory. In this test the least
thickness of oil film was found to be .000046 inches.
which corresponds to a film of 5,000 molecules thick-
ness. * * * * *
* * * * It appears evident that the existence
of boundary lubrication depended on factors other
than those of pressure and area of contact.
"After some considerations * * * theseWere
effected by the use of a pair of cylindrical 
lubr.. 
cated
surfaces in the form of a rocking shaft and its bear-
ing, the oscillatory motion being produced by .the
attachment to the shaft of a heavy pendulum swing-
ing under gravity. From observations of the rate
of damping of this system it was thought that the
magnitude and characteristics of the frictional forces
at the lubricated surfaces could be determined pro-
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vided that a steady supply of lubricant could be de-
livered to the sliding surfaces."
Two experiments are sketchily described, and from
them are derived the following General Conclusions:
"The results of the pendulum experiments show
that, by means of this comparatively simple appara-
tus, the characteristics of lubricants and bearing
metals under conditions of boundary lubrica:ton can
be investigated rapidly nad conveniently.
"The experiments also show, in a manner which
does not seem to have been demonstrated before, that
in general engineering practice the lubrication of all
machine details in which the relative motion is of
a reciprocating character may be taken as boundary
lubrication and that consequently in such cas?s the
improvement in efficiency due to the addition of or-
ganic acids to the lubricants employed will be real-
ized.
"On the other hand, whenever steady relative mo-
tion of the rubbing surfaces can be maintained it
would appear to be possible by the use of a suitable
lubricant and correctly proportioned surfaces to set
up a condition of film lubrication of the Reynolds
type with all the advantages which this system af-
fords.
"To what extent the values of the co-officients of
friction obtained are absolute values for the ma-
terial and lubricant employed cannot be stated with-
out further investigation, but it is thought from the
results obtained, that the difference is small."
Dr. Stanton's report on Boundary Lubrication and
the influence of organic acids on such lubrication
opens a new era to engineers and to the Oil Industry;
to engineers who will profit by the results of his
research, to that section of the Oil Industry which
can supply the type of lubricants giving the super-
ior results indicated.
AN OLD STORY
"Lovin' Sam" had the "Farewell Blues" when he
came "Stumbling" home from the "Georgia Cabin
Door" where he had met "Carolina in the Morning."
They were "Romancing" in a "Love Nest" on the
"Ohio" when her "Aggravatin' Pappa" came along
with the "Alcoholic Blues" about "Three O'clock in
the Morning" and "Cooled his Doggies" on "The
Sheik of Alabam'."
—Octupus.
"Oh, what a dark room !"
"Well, here's where things develop."
—J ugg ler.
LION BRAND
Service Shoes and High Lace Boots
FOR
Comfort and Long Wear
We have them in all sizes and widths
CLATFELTER'S
826 WABASH AVE.
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Lee Goodman & Son
410 Wabash Ave.
GRAND
"PRACTICALLY A NEW THEATRE"
New Comfortable Chairs
Continuos Pictures 1-11 o'clock and
the Best Road Show and Concerts
GEORGE JACOB, Mgr.
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EVERY engineer should know APOLLO Best Bloom andApollo. Keystone Galvanized Sheets, American Bessemer
and Open Hearth Steel Sheets; and KEYSTONE Copper Steel
Rust-resisting Black and Galvanized
We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS for all pur-
poses—Black Sheets,Galvanized Sheets,
Corrugated Sheets, Formed Roofing and
Siding Prlducts, Galvanized Tank. Cul-• ',1Pif,4it,
440 , KEYST NE vert and Flume Stock, Special Sheetsfor stamping, Stove and Range Sheets,
Automobile Sheets, Electrical Sheets,
Roofing Tin Plates, Bright Tin Plates,
Black Plate, Etc. Sold by leading metal
merchants. RICYRTONE quality is of par-
cu'ar interest to 3 ou. Send for book let.
AMERICAN suer AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frkk Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa,
NEW FRENCH CAR WITH FOUR-CYLINDER
AIR-COOLED ENGINE
From Automotive Industries, September 21, 1922.
The first departure from w-t-r-^onled engines in
Europe has been made by a French Company in pro-
ducing the S. A. R. A. light, four-cylinder, air-cooled
engine designed by Liserant and Piazzole. Forced
draft is used for cooling.
The engine has four separately cast cylinders.
62 x 91 mm., with vertical valves in their heads oper-
ated by overhead rockers. The four cylinders are
mounted on an aluminum basechamber and are sur-
rounded by an aluminum air jacket combined with
a centrifugal turbine placed iust behind the dummy
radiator. The turbine is driven by a ha'r-felt belt
and runs at one and one-half times crank speed.
The turbine is capable of handling 56.000 cu. ft.
per min. Air is drawn into a spiral housing and dis-
charged through two leads forming a V as seen in
a plan view, on either side of the cylinder. The por-
tion of the air jacket above the cyluiders is remov-
able to get at the valves. There arc baffles on its
inner side to deflect the horizontal current of air
down around the cylinders. The shape and finish of
the air passages are such as to produce a minimum
resistance to the flow of air.
The average power develope 1 in six tests was 2.93
at 2,668 R. P. M. The carburetors used were the
American Bosch and Solex. Th-re was no m'sfir'ng,
the cooling was satisfactory and the car was free
from vibration.
The cooling is designed for most strenuous condi-
tions and so the engine runs too cold on average
service. Therefore there is a throttle in the mouth
of the two main air passages, controlled from the
dashboard. A thermometer dial also placed on the
dashboard shows whether the amount of throttling
is correct to maintain a certain satisfactory temper-
ature.
The conecting rods are of I section and made of
bronze aluminum alloy. The pistons are of an alu-
minum alloy also. An oil pump is used for lubrica-
tion. The manifold is straight, and polished on th-
inside.
The weight of the engine and accessories is 175
lbs., chassis wheelbase is 92 inches, the track 43
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Get the most from your
shop course by using
BROWN & SHARPE TOOLS
Accurate, dependable—last a life-
time—of great help in your shop
courses—always useful later on.
BROWN ez SHARPE Rex Micrometersare strong, light and accurate, with clean-
cut graduations that are easy to read. 1-inch
siz•_. can be secured with or without a Clamp
Ring, also with or without a Ratchet Stop.
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Engineering Levels Mountains
The Pack Train has become a relic of the
past, along with the Prairie Schooner.
Modern methods of transportation have
leveled mountains, brought San Francisco
nearer to New York, and widened the mar-
kets of all our great industries.
And the engineering brains and energy,
that have developed transportation to the
prominence it holds in the business of the
world today, are no longer employed in
improving means of overland travel alone.
Street Railways, Elevator Systems, Inter-
urban Lines and Improved Shipping Lines—
these are some of the accomplishments of
engineering in the development of better
transportation.
Neither have the builders of such systems
been concerned only in the actual hauling of
people and materials. A study of the methods
of handling passengers and freight at the
large terminals has developed the Terminal
Engineer, who has greatly improved existing
methods, and has developed entirely new
ones, as well.
Engineering, as it is applied to transporta-
tion, has had to concern itself with many
kinds of materials and many ways of handling
them under all manner of circumstances.
For instance the problems surrounding the
handling of iron ore, in bulk, are vastly
different from those encountered in moving
any one of the finished products manufac-
tured from iron ore, that must also be
transported in large quantities. But Engin-
eering constantly meets each situation with
improved transportation facilities.
Industry, as a whole, and the nations and
the people of the world owe much to the
engineers, associated with such large manu-
facturing industries as Westinghouse. They
have not only brought about vast improve-
ments, but they have done so at a constantly
decreasing cost to those who derive the
greatest benefit from them.
ACHIEVEMENT OPPORTUNITY
Published in
the interest of Elec-
t trical Development by
I VI Institution that will
be helped by what-
ever helps the
Industry.
Does your P. M. schedule
read like this?
If your burning ambition is to excel is an all-
around society man, you couldn't have planned
your evenings better. Such persistence will win
out over the indolence of the rank and file, for as
the poet says,
"The heights by great men reached and kept
Were not attained by sudden flight,
But they while their companions slept
1Vere toiling upward in the night."
But if you intend to make your mark in engi-
neering or business, don't expect that supremacy
on the waxed floor will help when you start hunt-
ing a job.
Not that you need swing to the other extreme
as a "grind" or a hermit. Let's concede it is all
right to minor in soeiabilities—but certainly it is
only common sense to major in the math and
sciences and English that vill mean bread and
butter to you later on.
Remember this—the harder you work right
now in getting a grip on fundamentals, the easier
things will come to you when you must solve
still bigger problems. And if you take it easy
now—well, look out for the law of compensation.
It's up to you. While you've got the chance,
seize it, dig in, plug hard. It will pay—in
cold cash.
estern Electric C
#Two years ago this advertisement appeared in
the Western Electric college paper series. It received
so much friendly comment from your fa. culty
and alumni, including some graduates who have
7since entered our business, that we now reprint it/
—as a suggestion in this busy month of schedules.




Most of the .famous buildings of the world
are equipped with Otis Elevators.
IF architecture be "frozen music" this is indeed a symphony1- in stone! Certainly it is one of the most beautiful
buildings in South America. And quite naturally it is
equipped with Otis Elevators.
The aim of the Otis organization is a world service in
ivertical transportation. No country s "foreign" in this
respectiTI If there be any demand from any race in any
country to build upward—one of the sure signs of advancing
civilization—the Otis institution is ready to fill that demand.
It is a unique position for one firm to hold in any industry;
ito have been the first n the held, to have made practically
all the improvements in the conception and mechanism of
vertical transportation and to maintain a leadership that has
never been seriously challenged even in this day of indus-
trial competition.
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World
The WORLDS WORD for
ELEVATOR SAFETY
